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furthermore, such understanding of them as we have is a composite of so many, and, in some cases, so nearly identical contributions, that it is not practicable completely to analyze it and correctly accredit each bit and portion. Those who wish to examine more closely, however, into the details of the theory of the cyclone outlined below, can well do so by starting with certain papers by V. Bjerknes,1 Exner2 and Humphreys,3 and following with the references therein.
Former, or Convectional, Theory of the Cyclone.—It formerly (very roughly from 1850 until 1915) was generally believed that the extra-tropical cyclone is initiated by thermal convection, and maintained largely by the liberated heat of condensation. These causes are shown to be inadequate by'the facts that: (1) cyclones are more numerous during winter than summer; (2) occasionally a well-developed extratropical cyclone is accompanied by little precipitation, or even none at all; and (3) sounding balloon records have shown that the temperature of the troposphere in the cyclones of some regions, at least (certainly England and continental Europe), usually is lower than that of the anticyclone.
Present Theory of the Origin and Maintenance of the Extratropical Cyclone.—The following theory of the cyclone is, as stated above, a composite from various sources. It is incomplete and lacking in mathematical accuracy and expression, owing partly, at least, to the fragmentary state of our knowledge of this phenomenon. Nevertheless, it binds a number of facts together, and, therefore, is both practicable and memory aiding.
The accumulating cold air of the polar, and, in winter, adjacent land regions obviously flows off equatorward, arid, thereby, acquires, if not prevented, an east to west component. Similarly, the warm air from lower latitudes moves poleward, and, unless otherwise controlled, more and more eastward. In the absence of friction these two currents of air could flow beside each other, one westward, the other eastward, separated by a surface of discontinuity, and be in dynamic equilibrium. That is, this surface could be, as it were, an impenetrable barrier, dynamically established and maintained, across which there would be no interchange between the warmer and colder currents.
Let Vij pi, be the velocity (westward), and density, respectively, of the cold poleward air; and v^ p%, the velocity (eastward), and density, of the warm equatorward air. Then the dynamic push poleward per cubic centimeter of the cold air, at the interface between the westward and eastward currents, is 2piViu sin p, and the gradient poleward push against it of the warm air 2p2z;2co sin p (that being the gradient, or poleward push per cubic centimeter, in the warm air at the place in question), where <p
1 Quart. J. Roy. Mel. Soc., 51; 261, 1925.
2 Met. Zeit., 44; 46, 1927; Dynamische Metcorologie, 2to aufl., 1925.
3 J. Franklin Inst.} 185; 83, 1918.

